Artists on Critics
Th e 1973 cult horror fi lm Th eatre of Blood depicts actors' deepest and darkest fantasies. Spurned by negative reviews for most of his career and snubbed by the London Critics' Circle for their best actor award, veteran Shakespearean performer Edward Lionheart (played by Vincent Price) embarks on a killing spree, murdering his critics one by one, each in a manner more gruesome than the last, inspired by one of the Bard's plays. Delightfully cringeworthy, Th eatre of Blood refl ects the historic divide that has existed between critics and artists, the root of which is summed up by Josette Féral in her article "'Th e Artwork Judges Th em'": "[T]he critic is not only a self-proclaimed assessor of [artists'] work but also someone who can accuse them publicly" (309).
Th is collection of short refl ections turns the tables by providing a space for artists to assess their critics. We asked theatre practitioners from across the country to outline their critical utopias: what criticism should look like in its ideal form, and the role it should play in theatre production and reception. No critics were harmed in the making of this article.
-K.F and M.M
Robert Lepage and Michel Vaïs
Robert Lepage : We need to bring the role of theatre critic into question. Th eatre has always been in crisis, but at this point it is in a particularly precarious state. Th ese days, theatre that worksthat attracts attention and fi nds an audience-is framed as an event. You have to create an event to have an audience. Even theatres that work on a subscription model are having trouble. Th ere is so much on off er today when we consider new media, social media, and everything that's pre-recorded. All of these new modes of communication are at the consumer's fi ngertips. It takes a lot to get someone to the theatre.
Th e critic needs to take all of this on board. Th eir work has evolved-as has the theatre-over a number of years, and it's going to keep changing because we're in a new reality that we're all trying to keep up with. Too often, the theatre artist waits on the critic to write their eulogy or to help them sell tickets. Th e relationship is economic, or one of publicity and PR. In my view, we can't lean on the critic to help sell our shows. Rather, we need to develop a relationship with critics that is sleeker and more rigorous, but not necessarily harsh.
Michel Vaïs : Necessary evil, interlocutor, accompanist, 1 privileged spectator, adversary, PR assistant, artistic accomplice: which of these terms best describes the critic, in your view, and why? RL : I'll keep two words from that list-the fi rst is what we artists think critics are, and the other is what I hope critics could be. I think we're all very well meaning, and we would like to think that the critic is an interlocutor, but I'd rather that they would be an accompanist. To be an accompanist is to accept that artists take risks and that they make mistakes. Frequently, critics see such errors as betrayals. Very frequently, critics are those who present us to the world, who bring attention to artists' work. At the same time, we have the sense that we can't deviate from a path, a line we've been identifi ed with. As soon as the artist-who is by nature Artists on Critics | FEATURES curious-crosses the line, looks at things diff erently, goes a little off -beam, deviates from the expected path, you get the sense from the critic that you've betrayed them. And then the dialogue breaks down, and misunderstanding ensues.
I return to this point: I think the role of accompanist needs to accommodate artistic slippage. I'm not saying that the critic needs to be indulgent, but I think there needs to be a broader understanding of what the work of the artist is, and an understanding that we are not always interested in following the line that's been sketched out for us and with which we've been identifi ed.
- Th eatre director Daniel Brooks once told me that the reason he reads books is to have good conversations with his friends about them. Th at statement really stuck with me. I don't think anyone has ever given me a simpler and truer answer to "why art?" Conversation is basically how I connect with other people and some of the best conversations that I have are through art. Th ere is something about art's artifi ce that allows conversations to be more complex, more personal, and more dangerous.
I bring this up because this may be the area in which artists and critics overlap. We are both catalysts for people to have conversations. And this may be where we equally share a responsibility: ensuring that the conversations we inspire are good ones. Good conversations push us toward asking better questions and re-evaluating our positions. Th ey provide insight. Th ey are creative, exciting, sensitive, and surprising. Th ey energize . Bad conversations are depleting. Th ey are simplistic, reductive, and unoriginal. Th ey are closedended. Th ey are self-consciously clever or riddled with clichés. Th ey are excuses to grandstand and are self-indulgent.
So, if I were to venture an opinion about what theatre critics should be doing, I would say this: inspire good conversations. I will leave the question of how to go about doing that to others. I Brendan Healy.
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Good conversations push us toward asking better questions and re-evaluating our positions. They provide insight. They are creative, exciting, sensitive, and surprising. They energize . ctr 168 fall 2016
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Someone in the room asked, "But if a director is doing their job, shouldn't the aim be clear?" And I laughed and laughed, thinking about all the times some accident or miscalculation undermined a show I was part of-a sick performer or a mismeasured set-and the aim wasn't clear at all.
Most theatre practitioners don't read reviews: reviews can't be unseen, and, good or bad, they can disfi gure us. Reading academic critiques of your own work is a bit like popping one of your eyeballs from its socket, twisting the tendons so that the eyeball does am still trying to fi gure out how to consistently make theatre that meets that exact same standard.
About the Author
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Marjorie Chan
An ideal form of criticism to me includes the question, what can allow artistic dialogue to fl ourish?
On one hand, I recommend for those artists and theatremakers currently in production, especially performers, to not read reviews during a run. On the other hand, the opportunity to receive feedback is invaluable and can have a tremendous impact on a work's development.
However, not all criticism is useful, desired, or informed. Why, indeed, are there fewer and fewer staff writers covering the arts at newspapers as well as the unpredictable reader comment sections of those same papers slowly being shuttered one by one? We are at a time when informed reviews and intelligent discourse are sadly notable rather than the norm.
So For me, as a culturally diverse artist and as the artistic lead for an intercultural organization, the nature of conversation is wholly defi ned by a critic's ability to contextualize the work, both within the frames of the larger theatre ecology as well as within the specifi c communities being represented onstage.
Th e heart of creation is a messy place. It is organic, and the way out is not always linear or clear. Having an outsider's perspective, whether that of a professional critic or a ticket buyer, increases the dialogue about a work. Still up for debate is how non-professional feedback is considered and weighed. Ultimately, it is up to the artist to understand how these opinions fi t into their practice, but opening up these conversations to more diverse perspectives can allow for more productive dialogue about the art itself.
I am not merely advocating for a broader diversity in the makeup of those who write the reviews, yes, but I am also craving an openness and awareness that not all work is created with the same goals in mind. How could criticism in theatre evolve if artistic intent was the starting place for the discussion?
About the Author
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Karen Hines
I attended a panel discussion not too long ago featuring critics-both academic and journalistic-wherein the assumption was that theatre artists and critics are invested in each other. Th e essential question posed was, "How can we best understand what is being done, what the artist's aim is?" I knew a couple of the critics well enough to believe that they truly cared about the answer. Th ey also acknowledged that those are separate questions-the "done" versus "aim" questions. Artists on Critics | FEATURES a 180 and stares directly back into your other eyeball, mystifi ed. But I have learned great lessons from critics, who have, from time to time, pointed out a key problem my friends were too kind to mention. I have been enlightened by academics who are able to articulate my sometimes unconscious aims.
It's a dangerous game to play, that eyeball game, but one that many of us must play-we who write our own grants and produce our own shows and have to choose the cutlines. And I have seen artists fall into the "aim versus done" abyss never to return when the gap between intention and execution proved chasmic. In the clown world, they call accidents "gifts from the gods," and creative possibilities can blossom in their wake, but we're not all clowns. One round of ravaging reviews and it's off to teacher's college for Mr. Playwright -when, if he could have just explained, "She forgot her lines, actually … that's not what I wrote …" everything might have been diff erent. Talk about invested.
"How can we best understand what is being done, what the artist's aim is?" I have come to think that question is nearly adorable. Unless we revolutionize all practices, and reviewers and academics sit with us through creation and rehearsal, they may only rarely understand. Th is is why, simple-mindedly, I often wish that critics would approach viewing plays as they might if, say, they were dinner guests and the artists were their hosts. It's probably safe to presume that if the host has invited you, their intention is to serve you something pleasing. If it turns out to be a terrible meal, a thoughtful guest might guess that there were mitigating factors (a last-minute chicken accident; no decent avocados at the market). You might not like the bloody bird or the stringy guacamole, but you would lower your voice when mentioning your concern about being poisoned.
Of course, my dream is fatuous: we're talking showbiz here. What is seen is what gets reviewed.
But if critics and artists are really to be invested in each other, I wonder about inviting our watchers into the kitchen a little more. Albert Einstein described civil society as an opportunity for development. Indeed, we might collectively intercept a few falling bodies if we off ered our critics a regular peek into the kitchenand a deep, dark look into the abyss. 
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through their own self-refl ection. Th ey have failed to grasp a basic tenet of good criticism: objectivity. By attempting to adhere to a kind of crude structuralism, hoping to achieve relevance, critics have put themselves at the centre of their writing, rather than the work they are critiquing, wanting to place themselves in a leadership role, instructing rather than following, lecturing rather than watching and listening. Critics often arrive armed with received ideas and notions, wanting only to be affi rmed in them. Th e best critics are those whose objective is to see what they are seeing and hear what they are hearing, rather than gazing into a shallow pool and seeing only themselves and their reactions. Subjective responses are what theatre practitioners expect from their audiences; critics should stand apart from that, advancing the work of the artist even as they disagree with it, eschewing instant, random judgment and removing themselves from the middle of their own equation, respectfully allowing the theatre work itself to take its rightful place, centre stage.
About the Author
Morris Panych is a celebrated playwright and director. project that supports the work and, hopefully, the artist's discourse (How do they defi ne theatre? How does the creator think through their artistic enterprise? What are they trying to build in the long term? etc.). Th is is especially important when situating a production in a continuum, be it that of the artist's work over time or the current theatrical landscape. Curiosity is essential. Th is means that when reading or listening to critics, I try to determine to what extent they can-or want to-embrace the unknown. Not understanding something is not a reason to say it is bad; not being able to identify with a piece is not a reason to not like it. I would go so far as to say that great critics resist identifi cation with the art they see or attend: rather, they think about it. 3. Th e ability to distinguish between personal taste and the quality of the work being critiqued is key. Disliking something is not a reason to say that it is not good or would not speak to audiences. 4. Th e borders of any artistic practice are elastic: yesterday's theatre is not today's, which is proof of its vibrancy. I have little patience when I read a critic who says "this is art" or "this is worthy" and "this is not art" or "this is not legitimate," especially when history tells us that many notable critics of the
Joël Beddows
As a professional director who works in both French and English, I have had the good fortune to develop strong relationships with Ottawa critics, as well as having my work reviewed in most major centres across Canada. In all cases, whether I know or regularly read the critic, whether I have debated with him or her, or whether I have never heard of their work before reading their thoughts on my directing, I have similar expectations that help me determine how much consideration I will give their readings of my work (for, at the very least, a good critic should always make a creator think about what he or she has made!):
1. Identifying the social pertinence of an artist's work is simply not enough. Th is lens makes sense only if it is accompanied by analysis of form, originality, creative infl uences, and-yes, I will use the word "that shall not be spoken" in too many circles-aesthetics! Form matters as much as content, and critics should talk about it in a meaningful and knowledgeable manner, regardless of their target readership. 2. As a corollary to this, the best critics fi nd their criteria within the art itself. By this, I simply mean that they identify the I would go so far as to say that great critics resist identifi cation with the art they see or attend: rather, they think about it. ctr 168 fall 2016
Artists on Critics | FEATURES day wrote that Samuel Beckett, Caryl Churchill, or Henrik Ibsen, to name but a few, were not artists, and/or discouraged audiences from attending performances of their work because of an inability to grasp the material presented. 5. Criticism is a profession and a vocation. Critics should bring insight and express viewpoints that only a knowledgeable expert may bring to audience members and creators alike. Th ere is no one path to attaining such a status, but simply expressing a point of view is not synonymous with criticism.
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Brigitte Haentjens
Th eatre criticism should be in a relationship of love and complicity with art. I fi nd that, increasingly, the critic's work is completely 
Naomi Skwarna
We rightfully fear a theatre critic. She has learned to carry the possibility of threat because that is the only way anyone will pay attention to her. Like an artist, a critic has an audience, but in our current climate, that audience is treated as diff use, unknowable, and often sort of stupid-only willing to read a review if it assigns a clear, nearly monetary value to the theatre in question. Th eatre criticism requires stamina. It requires sitting and listening and digesting the work of humans trying to be additionally human for hours at a time. Later, we decode the experience, evaluate and metre out its worth into something like stars or letters. It's a lot like juicing, without any of the vitamins.
When I read Canadian theatre critics-intelligent, witty people-I see them addressing their audience as if to both apologize and commiserate. If a show is deemed bad, the critic torches it. If it is deemed good, the critic reacts as if salvation is upon us. Th e language invoked is of miracles, magic, never-before-andnever-again hyperbole. I once saw a play described as "soaring on the wings of inspiration." None of this is real.
I don't believe in utopia, but I do believe in recalibration. In mine, critics would address the artists they're criticizing fi rst, then the theatregoer. Th ey would cease to pander to a reader who only wants to know whether they'll be bored, or, worse, who enjoys seeing an artist belittled or insulted.
Editors would help critics fi nd their truest voice rather than their meanest or most compromising. Truth is not universal, and the critic would have both confi dence in their observations and the humility to admit when they're imperfect. Th ey would have the opportunity to revise. Most vitally, the critic would accept that they cannot see everything, because, like the artists they're reviewing, they are fl awed too. And then the critic wouldn't just be fearedshe would be respected.
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Donna-Michelle St. Bernard
When I'm a critic, I'll come at it like this. PERSONAL/RELATIONAL CRITIQUE sees the artist's vulnerability met with the critic's own by way of disclosed bias, experiential context, and genuine attempts to relate, eschewing the certainty that there is a right way and that I am the arbiter of that way. TASK-ORIENTED CRITIQUE. I will occasionally be so banal as to focus on the thing in front of me. I will understand that we're not all doing the same thing; some of us want to distract, some to entertain, disturb, move, dialogue, or make a beautiful image. I will assess the work against its intention where intention can be discerned. If the play has failed at what it set out to do, I will say how it has failed or why it isn't working … for me. I will not wish out loud that the playwright had done some- what the play is about that I will assess everything I am receiving in terms of how clear it makes the idea, how strong the argument for the idea is, how aptly the rhetorical devices express the idea. I'll respond to the thing being said, as you do in polite conversation. MEAN CRITIQUE is forbidden. I won't mention someone's dead child or failing marriage for the sake of saying they can't act, but really for the sake of saying how connected and informed I am. No, no, no. ROBO CRITIQUE. Obvs. Eventually I'll design a prototypical entity in whose programming all these values are embedded as an algorithm, facilitating unfailing integrity.
'Cuz who am I kidding? I'm only human.
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